Announcement of Invited Speech

Prof. Lewis Lancaster

Title: Maritime Buddhism: A New Look at Spatial-temporary Study of Religion

Time: 16:00-18:00, Wednesday, March 11, 2015

Location: Room 330111, Bai-Nian Building, NCCU

Inviting unit: Graduate Institute of Religious Studies, National Chengchi University

Biography:
Professor Lewis Lancaster is Director of the Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative (ECAI), a research unit of the School of Information on the campus of the University of California, Berkeley. Professor Lancaster served on the faculty of the Department of East Asian Languages and Culture at Berkeley for 33 years. He helped found and was the head of the Ph.D. program in Buddhist Studies. In addition to his research field, he has been a pioneer in the digitization of Chinese, Tibetan, Pali, and Sanskrit Buddhist texts. He is active in international teaching and serves as Adjunct Professor at University of Hong Kong, and Research Professor University of the West (Los Angeles). His recent teaching appointments have been at Korea University, City University of Hong Kong, and Sogang University (Seoul). He served on the Advisory Committee for the Digital Archive Project of Taiwan.

Project:
The ECAI Atlas of Maritime Buddhism has the goal of providing a geo-registration mapping and academic knowledge of archaeological sites of early Buddhist civilization along the coast of India extending to Southeast Asia and ending in the region of East Asia (www.ecai.org).

Lancaster 教授相關專訪：
Prof Lewis Lancaster on the Maritime Buddhism project
-https://vimeo.com/43581226

http://www.ucvt.tv/shows/Lewis-Lancaster-Buddhism-in-a-
Global-Age-of-Technology-14331

http://yifertw.blogspot.tw/2011/04/prof-lewis-lancaster-
berkeley-group-in.html